**This article has been corrected:** During the assembly of Figure 4A, the protein expression for E-Cadherin, Vimentin and ß-actin were presented incorrectly. In addition, in Figure 5E, the protein expression for Vimentin was also presented incorrectly. Using source samples data, corrected Figures 4A and 5E were generated and are shown below. The following figure legend additions were also made:

Additions to Figure 2 legends: The flow cytometry data for J82, and UMUC3 in Panel A is derived from the same experiment described under Figure 1 (Refer to the Flow Cytometry Methods), and was GD2 gated to obtain panel B.

Additions to Figure 5 legends: The flow cytometry data for UMUC3 (WT) shown in top portion of Panel A is derived from Figure 1. Flow cytometry analysis shows the reduction of GD2 in WT cells (and DMSO controls, data not shown) upon 5 µM D-PDMP for 72 hours.

Corrections in the results sections:

**GD2+ show CD44 high CD24 low population in BLCA cell lines**

Given that GD2, similar to previously reported CD44 and CD24 cell surface markers in other cancers \[23\], is able to separate cancer cells into two populations with differing tumor-initiating potential we hypothesize that GD2 would express CD44hiCD24lo cancer cell fraction. To examine this, we analyzed the expression of CD44hi CD24lo in GD2+/- UMUC3 and J82 cell lines (representative data in Figure 2A) in two biological replicates, and found that GD2+ UMUC3 cells show approximately 93% of CD44hi CD24 lo, whereas GD2- J82 cells (representative data in Figure 2B) show less than 24% of CD44hi CD24lo. Our results revealed that the UMUC3 cells demonstrate positive for GD2 and CD44 but negative for CD24, which suggested the existence of CSC phenotype.
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